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of cEnTuRIEs.”
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Dear Wine Friends,

Last year was a very exciting year for us. We gained 
a number of new trade clients and a large number 
of private ones, mainly through recommendations or 
experience in the restaurants that we supply.

We are very proud to have won the IWC’s Best German 
Wine Merchant award for the third year running, as well 
as Decanter’s prestigious Best German Retailer award.

Work in the wineries also continues to be hard, 
especially with a very hot summer last year but a good, 
if early, harvest.

As 2019 will potentially be a very difficult year, we will 
not rest on our laurels and have already started looking 
for and introducing new, exciting winemakers who will 
compliment our portfolio, showing new styles with one 
common denominator, elegance.

We hope to share some of our knowledge and definitely 
a glass with you at some point this year.

Warmest Regards,

Iris Ellmann

THE 

WineBARn
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AHR
The Ahr is the smallest and most northerly wine-producing region 

in Germany, at just north of 50 degrees latitude. The 560 ha of 

predominantly steep slate and Greywacke soils produce mostly 

Spätburgunder and its earlier-ripening mutation Frühburgunder.  

Riesling and other varietals also thrive here. 

Nearly all the vines are perched precariously on rugged crevices on 

extremely steep, south-facing slopes that can only be tended by hand: 

a few solitary parcels require mountain climbing skills to be reached.  

The Burgundian climate of the Cologne lowlands heats up the barren 

slate soils during the day, gently releasing the warmth at night.  

The resulting wines are just as spectacular as the view from the  

vineyard heights into the valley.

Yields in the Ahr are significantly lower than in other German wine 

regions. Difficult to find outside of Germany, the Ahr’s rare and beautiful 

Pinot Noirs are much sought after by Pinot-lovers around the world.

AHR

MEYER-NäkEL



Meyer-Näkel is widely regarded as one of the 
best Pinot Noir producers in Germany. The Näkel 
family has been producing wine in the Ahr for five 
generations and the marriage of Paula Meyer and 
Willibald Näkel in 1950 formed the now-renowned 
Meyer-Näkel estate. Willibald was a pioneering 
producer of red wines in the Ahr and his son 
Werner has continued that tradition, as one of 
the first vintners in Germany to experiment with 
extended maceration and barrique fermentation.

Today the Meyer-Näkel estate covers 18 ha of 
vineyards in the Ahr, predominantly in Dernau,  
with 80% of production dedicated to 
Spätburgunder. The estate is expanding 
internationally with winemaking joint ventures in 
South Africa and Portugal and is run today by 
Werner and his daughters Dörte & Meike.

Meyer-Näkel is a member of the VDP, the 
prestigious association of Germany’s 200+ finest 
wine estates.

WEInGuT 

MeyeR-näkel

WEInGuT 

AHR
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1. 2017 Spätburgunder Rosé QbA dry

 £16.60   £199.20

2. 2018  Spätburgunder Rosé QbA dry (from March)

 £16.99   £203.88

3. 2017 estate Spätburgunder QbA dry

 £18.75    £225.00

4. 2016/2017 Frühburgunder QbA dry 

 £26.70    £320.40

5. 2017 Spätburgunder Blauschiefer QbA dry

 £27.35    £328.20

6. 2017 Spätburgunder S

 £37.80     £453.60

7. 2016 Silberberg  Spätburgunder Grand cru dry

 £44.05    £528.60

8. 2016 Sonnenberg Spätburgunder Grand cru dry 

 £60.40    £724.80

9. 2016 Dernauer Pfarrwingert Spätburgunder  

 Grand cru dry

 £51.65   £619.80

10. 2016 Walporzheimer kräuterberg Spätburgunder  

 Grand cru dry 

 £74.99    £899.88

  cost per bottle and per case of 12 – inc VAT

WineS

The home of Pinot noir



bAdEn

Baden is a wine paradise, with a climate as Mediterranean as its culture 

and lifestyle. The warmest, most southerly wine region in Germany and 

the third largest in terms of wine production, it is best known for red 

wines and full-bodied white wines. More than a third of its nearly  

16,000 ha are planted with Spätburgunder (Pinot Noir); together with 

Grau and Weissburgunder (Pinot Gris and Blanc), the Pinot family 

account for more than half of all vines. The wines from Baden’s top sites 

rival the best from around the world.

The region’s slim strip of vines stretches some 400 km from the upper 

Rhine plain to the border with Switzerland. The greatest estates are 

located in a 100-mile stretch across Ortenau, the terraced Breisgau 

valleys, the kaiserstuhl (an extinct volcano) and chalky Tuniberg hills. 

BADEN

BERCHER

DR HEGER



Weingut Bercher is family owned and operated 
winery whose family crest dates back 
to 1457. Based in the kaiserstuhl village of 
Burkheim all the way in the south of Baden, 
the family looks back over 10 generations of 
winemaking in the Winery built in 1756 by Franz 
Michael Bercher. Being one of the leading vintners 
of the area, Bercher carefully maintains the highest 
quality standards and produces wines with a 
noticeable volcanic soil imprint. The estate holds 
parcels in both of Burkheim’s VDP.Erste Lage 
(Premier Cru) Feuerberg and Schlossgarten as  
well as the VDP.Grosse Lage (Grand Cru) 
Feuerberg Haslen, Feuerberg kesselberg and 
Schlossgarten Villinger. 

Located between the Rhine River and the Black 
Forest, Burkheim produces lush and mineralic 
wines that are ideal companions to go with a 
wide range of modern cuisine. Bercher produces 
Spätburgunder (Pinot Noir), Weißburgunder (Pinot 
Blanc) and Grauburgunder (Pinot Gris). All the 
wines go through extended lees-aging and have 
a wonderful aging potential. Weingut Bercher is a 
member of the VDP.

WEInGuT 

BeRcheR

WEInGuT 

bAdEn
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1. 2017 Jechtinger Weissburgunder/Pinot Blanc dry

 £14.25    £171.00

2. 2017 Jechtinger Grauburgunder/Pinot Gris dry

 £14.25    £171.00

3. 2016 chardonnay Se dry

 £27.45    £329.40

4. 2017 Burkheimer Feuerberg haslen    

 Weissburgunder Grand cru dry

 £28.65     £343.80

5. 2017 Burkheimer Schlossgarten Villinger   

 Grauburgunder Grand cru dry

 £28.65    £343.80

6. 2015/2016 Burkheimer Spätburgunder Village  

 Pinot noir dry

 £16.55    £198.60

7. 2014 Sasbacher limburg Spätburgunder  

 Premier cru dry

 £28.65    £343.80

8. 2016 Burkheimer Feuerberg kesselberg   

 Spätburgunder Grand cru dry

 £47.55    £570.60

9. 2015 limberg XV dry

 £28.65    £343.80

  cost per bottle and per case of 12 – inc VAT

WineS

The heart of the Baden
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The vineyard was founded in 1935 by Dr. Max 
Heger, previously a country doctor practicing 
in the region. His growing passion for wine 
saw him purchase some of the best slopes in 
the kaiserstuhl. Ihringer Winklerberg is one of 
Germany’s warmest vineyards. A steep, stony  
and exposed site rising to an altitude of 300 m,  
it produces bold, ripe Spätburgunder (Pinot Noir). 
Achkarrer Schlossburg vineyard is best known for 
its complex Weiss-and Grauburgunders (Pinot Gris 
and Blanc). As the slopes are steeply terraced,  
the use of machinery is almost impossible and 
much of Dr. Heger’s 28 ha is tended by hand. 

In 1992, Max’s son Wolfgang (known as Mimus) 
handed the estate down to his son Joachim.  
He has expanded the business, launching a new 
label - Weinhaus Joachim Heger - producing lighter, 
everyday wines. Meanwhile, the Dr. Heger estate 
continues to produce premium, elegant wines 
known for their structure, longevity and complexity.

The estate received the top score of five grapes in 
2017’s Gault Millau. Weingut Dr. Heger is a  
member of the VDP and the German 
Barrique Forum.

WEInGuT 

DR heGeR

WEInGuT 

bAdEn

1. 2017 Weissburgunder/Pinot Blanc sonett dry

 £15.55   £186.60

2. 2017 Grauburgunder/Pinot Gris sonett dry 

 £15.55   £186.60

3. 2017 ihringer Winklerberg Weissburgunder  

 Premier cru dry

 £24.10   £289.20

4. 2017 ihringer Winklerberg Grauburgunder  

 Premier cru dry

 £24.10   £289.20

5. 2017 ihringer Winklerberg chardonnay  

 Premier cru dry 

 £28.65   £343.80

6. 2017 ihringer Winklerberg Rappeneck   

 Weissburgunder Grand cru dry 

 £35.50   £426.00

7. 2015 Spätburgunder sonett dry

 £16.60   £199.20

8. 2015 ihringer Winklerberg Spätburgunder Mimus  

 Premier cru dry

 £33.50   £402.00

9. 2015 ihringer Vonderer Winklerberg    

 Spätburgunder Grand cru dry

 £59.40    £712.80

10. 2016 Achkarrer Schlossberg Spätburgunder  

 Grand cru dry 

 £59.40    £712.80

  cost per bottle and per case of 12 – inc VAT

WineS
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fRAnkEn
The viticultural tradition of Franken, a region of some 6,000 ha, has been 

closely tied to the Main River, Silvaner, and shell-limestone for many 

centuries. It is a region known for splendid art and architectural gems, 

such as the Würzburger Residenz. 

Franken wines are instantly recognisable thanks to the distinctive, 

flagon-shaped Bocksbeutel. Juicy Silvaner wines are the region’s 

hallmark. Excellent Riesling, Spätburgunder, Rieslaner, Scheurebe, 

and Müller-Thurgau are also produced from the finest vineyard sites. 

Traditionally, most of the wines are vinified. 

The heart of the region is the Maindreieck, a district that takes in 

Escherndorf, Volkach, and Nordheim on the “main loop” and runs 

southward to Sulzfeld and Frickenhausen, then northwest of there to 

Sommerhausen, Randersacker, Würzburger, and Thungersheim.  

Shell-limestone soils dominate. 

FRANKEN

WIRSCHING
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The Wirsching family have been making wines 
since 1630 and Weingut Hans Wirsching is the 
largest privately owned estate in Franken.  
The 80 ha estate is based in Iphofen, home of 
Franken’s famed Erste Lage (premier cru),  
Julius Echter-Berg. With Iphofen’s vines all but 
destroyed after Phylloxera and World War One, the 
vines were brought back to life by Hans Wirsching 
upon his return from the battlefields.

Huge oak forests shield the vineyard slopes from 
the north and east. Together with heat-retaining 
Gipsum keuper soil, the perfect micro-climate is 
created to produce wonderfully expressive wines 
laden with minerality and refreshing acidity.

Dry Silvaner, Scheurebe and Riesling are what 
Wirsching does best. Freshness and liveliness 
are paramount, with maturation of white wines 
predominantly in stainless steel.

Today, the estate is run by the 14th generation of 
the Wirsching family – the grandchildren of Hans 
Wirsching. Weingut Wirsching is a member of the 
VDP and the German Barrique Forum.

WEInGuT 

WiRSchinG

WEInGuT 

fRAnkEn

1. 2017 St. Veit dry  

 £13.50    £162.00

2. 2017 Silvaner QbA dry 

 £13.50    £162.00

3. 2017 Scheurebe QbA dry  

 £13.50    £162.00

4. 2017 iphöfer kalb Silvaner Premier cru dry (0,375l) 

 £10.75    £129.00

5. 2017 iphöfer kalb Silvaner Premier cru dry (0,75l)  

 £16.99    £203.88

6. 2017 iphöfer kalb Silvaner Premier cru dry (MAGnUM) 

 £36.99 £443.88

7. 2017 iphöfer kronsberg Scheurebe Alte Reben dry 

 £24.99    £299.80

8. 2017 iphöfer kronsberg Silvaner Alte Reben dry 

 £22.60    £271.20

9. 2016 iphöfer Julius echter Berg Riesling  

 Grand cru dry

 £34.45    £413.40

10. 2016 iphöfer Julius echter Berg Silvaner  

 Grand cru dry 

 £34.45    £413.40

11. 2016 iphöfer Julius echter Berg Silvaner Auslese (0,375l) 

 £17.55   £210.60

  cost per bottle and per case of 12 – inc VAT

WineS

Making wines since 1630
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HEssIscHE bERGsTRAssE

The tiny region Hessische Bergstrasse takes its name from an old 

Roman trade route known as the strata montana, or mountain road.  

It is a pretty landscape of vines and orchards scattered on hilly slopes 

famous for its colourful and fragrant springtime blossoms, the earliest in 

Germany. Riesling and Müller-Thurgau account for two-thirds of the area 

under vine. The wines tend to be fragrant and rich, with more body and 

an acidity and finesse similar to those of the Rheingau

Grape varieties (red 16% and white 84%) in 2003: Riesling (50.6%), 

Müller-Thurgau (9.2%), Grauburgunder (8.3%) as well as Silvaner, 

Spätburgunder, kerner and Weissburgunder. The soil types are varied, 

ranging (north to south) from porphyry-quartz to weathered granite to 

sand and loess-loam. 

HESSIScHE 
BERGStRASSE

GRIESEL
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Griesel is a relative newcomer in the world of 
German sparkling wine. However, they have 
started like a shooting star since releasing their 
first vintage in 2013. The estate has 7.5 ha and 
60,000 Bottles are being produced. Griesel are 
focused on the production of premium fermented 
sparkling wines, as well as discovering the yet 
unknown potential of their vineyards nestled within 
the Hessische Bergstraße region.

The volcanic, light soils with chalky compounds 
are perfect for structured delicate base wines with 
fresh acidity and minerality.

100% handpicked grapes are processed as  
gently as possible to avoid tannins and bitterness,  
yet low pressure, whole bunch pressing only 
provides a yield of 50% (500ml of 1kg grapes). 
By doing so, winemaker Nico Brandner avoids 
any distortion by relying on natural fermentation 
and malolactic. Filtration and fining are replaced 
by time, with wines continuing to ferment in the 
barrels for 10 months. Bottling takes place just 
before the next harvest.

After a minimum of 24 months in the bottle,  
they disgorge the sparkling wines using the 
traditional method and low as possible dosage 
levels. It’s all about making honest wines without 
changing the natural taste. During the whole 
process, only a minimum amount of sulphur is 
added and for some cuvées there is none at all. 
Griesel were winners of the Best German Sekt 
prize 2017 by Meininger Verlag.

sEkTHAus 

GRieSel

WEInGuT 

HEssIscHE bERGsTRAssE

1. 2015 Blanc de noir Brut

 £21.55    £258.60

2. 2015 Blanc de Blanc Brut 

 £21.55  £258.60

3. 2015 Rosé Brut

 £23.55    £282.60

4. 2015 Riesling Brut

 £21.55    £258.60

5. 2015 Prestige: Pinot Brut nature

 £29.75    £357.00

  cost per bottle and per case of 12 – inc VAT

* ‘Rising star of the year’ by leading wine  

magazine vinumweinguide.

WineS

Rising Star of the year*
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nAHE
With its 4,200 ha the Nahe is one of Germany’s smaller regions, 

yet one of the most interesting thanks to its geological diversity. 

The vineyards stretch from the southern edge of the Rhenish slate 

mountains into the Nahe’s romantic side valleys marked by bizarre 

rock formations and lush, green hills. The Hunsrück Hills afford 

the vines protection from cold winds and excessive rainfall.  

In all, Rieslings as well as red and white Pinots thrive in this  

mild climate.

Quartzite and slate predominate in the lower Nahe; porphyry, 

melaphyre, and coloured sandstone in the central valley, 

including weathered sandstone, loess, and loam near Bad 

kreuznach; and slate, quartzite, and sandstone in the upper Nahe. 

From these diverse soils come brilliant, long-lived wines with a 

fine spiciness, fruit, and lasting mineral tones. All that has made 

German wine famous can be tasted in the Nahe.

NAHE

GÖTTELMANN

SCHNEIDER
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Nahe was a relative latecomer to the German wine 
stage and Göttelmann is a near-undiscovered 
treasure outside of Germany. Götz & Ruth Blessing 
have run this family estate in Münster-Sarmsheim 
on the banks of the Nahe River since 1993.

Dautenpflänzer is one of two Erste & Grosse Lage 
(Premier & Grand Cru site) vineyards in Münster- 
Sarmsheim. The south/south-easterly aspect 
and protection from winds by the Münster forest 
ensures enough sunlight and warmth for Riesling 
to ripen perfectly here.

65% of the estate is planted with Riesling, with 
Chardonnay, Grauburgunder (Pinot Gris) and 
Sauvignon Blanc also planted, and Silvaner 
planned for the future.

In recent years the German wine media have taken 
a keen interest in Göttelmann and they have won 
numerous awards. Only a few unknown vintners 
offer such remarkable value for money.

WEInGuT 

GÖTTelMAnn

WEInGuT 

nAHE
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1. 2016/17 estate Riesling off-dry

 £13.50    £162.00

2. 2017 Red Slate Riesling dry

 £15.35   £184.20  

3. 2017 Black Slate Riesling dry

 £14.99   £179.88

4. 2016/17 Dautenpflänzer Riesling dry 

 £16.88   £202.56

5. 2017 chardonnay dry 

 £15.35   £184.20 

6. 2017 kapellenberg le Mur Riesling dry

 £20.95   £251.40

7. 2017 Rheinberg Riesling Auslese (0,5l)

 £25.35   £304.20

8. 2015 kapellenberg Riesling Beerenauslese (0,5l)

 £30.30    £363.60

  cost per bottle and per case of 12 – inc VAT

WineS

The new wine treasure
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Surrounded by the most prized vineyards of the 
Nahe, the idyllic wine village of Niederhausen 
is located immediately adjacent to the river and 
reservoir. Since 1575, it has been the home of the 
family and vineyard of Jakob Schneider, one of 
the most long-standing enterprises of the Nahe. 
There are currently three generations working 
hand in hand at the vineyard. All the “Schneiders” 
are jointly committed to ensuring that the high 
expectations placed on their wines are repeatedly 
met year after year and, if possible, even exceeded. 
The cultivated vine area measures 28 ha.  
85% of this is planted with Riesling grapes,  
the great passion of the family. 

There are 52 rock formations in the vineyards of 
Jakob Schneider alone, primarily of volcanic origin 
but also containing slate and river sediments in 
the subsoil. Thanks to modern, careful grape 
acceptance and a long and gentle fermentation 
using the yeasts found in the grapes themselves, 
the winery produces charismatic wines with 
immense depth. The grapes of the numerous 
individual vineyards are matured separately and 
individually. They make use of both classical 
maturation in large oak barrels as well as 
moderated fermentation in temperature-controlled 
stainless steel tanks. Both methods yield wines  
that perfectly reflect the terroir.

WEInGuT 

SchneiDeR

WEInGuT 

nAHE
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1. 2017 Weissburgunder/Pinot Blanc QbA dry 

 £14.10    £169.20

2. 2017 Grauschiefer Riesling dry 

 £14.10    £169.20

3. 2017 Melaphyr Riesling dry 

 £14.40    £172.80

4. 2017 niederhäuser hermannshöhle Riesling dry

 £19.25    £231.00

5. 2018 norheimer Dellchen Riesling dry  

 (from July 2019) 

 £24.90    £298.80

6. 2017 norheimer kirschheck Riesling Spätlese fruity 

 £18.55   £222.60

7. 2018 norheimer kirschheck Riesling Spätlese fruity  

 (from July 2019)

 

8. 2012 niederhäuser hermannshöhle Riesling   

 eiswein - Mitternacht (0,375l) 

 £58.99     £707.88

  cost per bottle and per case of 12 – inc VAT

WineS

idyllic setting for wine



PfAlZ
Pfalz is a paradise for vines, vacations, and gourmets alike. With 

nearly 23,500 ha of vines and 323 individual vineyard sites, the Pfalz is 

Germany’s second largest wine-growing region. It extends 85 km (some 

50 miles) north from the French border at Schweigen to Bockenheim, 

not far from Worms. 

The vineyards lie adjacent to the protective Pfälzer woods of the Haardt 

Mountains, an extension of the Vosges range in France, which protect 

vineyards from wind and rain. The region has an unmistakable French 

touch with its nearly Mediterranean climate, charming landscape dotted 

by villages full of half-timbered houses, and the Pfälzers’ own joie de 

vivre. Nearly one in four vines in the Pfalz is Riesling, which is also the 

most important variety for VDP estates. The Rhine plain between the 

foothills of the Haardt and the river provides optimal conditions for 

grapes, thanks to its geological diversity: weathered sandstone, slate, 

basalt, shell-limestone, and Rotliegend. In its own way, each lends a 

distinctive note to Riesling. 

PFALZ

BASSERMANN-JORDAN

BECkER
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The Jordan family first established the estate 
in 1718. Since then, the Bassermann-Jordan 
dynasty has produced leaders in Germany’s 
political, cultural and viticultural circles over the 
centuries. Ludwig Bassermann-Jordan was a 
founding member of what became today’s VDP, 
the prestigious association of Germany’s 200+ 
finest wine estates. The estate is also home to the 
Museum of Historical Wines, which holds wines 
from as early as 1811.

The Bassermann-Jordan estate covers 49 ha 
across 20 individual vineyards in Forst, Deidesheim 
and Ruppertsberg, including Grosse Lagen (Grand 
Cru), kirchenstück and Jesuitengarten in Forst 
and Hohenmorgen in Deidesheim. All parcels are 
primarily dedicated to Riesling.

Today, the estate is managed by general managers 
Ulrich Mell and Gunther Hauck. Weingut Dr Von 
Bassermann-Jordan is a member of the VDP.

WEInGuT 

BASSeRMAnn-JORDAn

WEInGuT 

PfAlZ
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1. 2018 estate Riesling dry

 £15.85    £190.20

2. 2018 Sauvignon Blanc dry

 £19.65     £235.80

3. 2016/17 Deidesheimer kieselberg Riesling  

 Premier cru dry

 £25.25    £303.00

4. 2017 kalkofen Riesling Grand cru dry

 £39.45    £473.40*

5. 2017 Jesuitengarten Riesling Grand cru dry 

 £50.15    £601.80*

6. 2012/15 Deidesheimer hohenmorgen Riesling   

 Auslese (0,375l) 

 £30.99    £371.88

 * prices due to increase by approx 25% 

  cost per bottle and per case of 12 – inc VAT

WineS

Museum of historical Wines



Friedrich Becker and his family own around  
24 ha of vineyards in southern Pfalz, on the 
Alsatian border. Friedrich Snr was the first of his 
family to stop selling grapes to the co-op and 
produce his own wines. Friedrich Jnr took over in 
2005 and has proven himself to be one of the best 
Pinot producers in Germany, winning the Gault & 
Milau annual German wine guide’s award for the 
Best German Pinot Noir almost every year since. 

The town/vineyards of Schweigen has/have more 
than 800 years of history in producing Pinot Noir 
due to the Benedict monks in the nearby Abbey 
of Weissenburg who were cultivating Pinot Noir 
on the perfectly suited limestone vineyards of 
“kammerberg”, “Sankt Paul”, Heydenreich and 
others on both sides of the border around the town 
of Schweigen.

The wine is still considered to be German, thanks 
to a 1955 accord. Friedrich says that he makes his 
wines ‘by instinct’. This same instinct is shared 
by his son Friedrich Jnr, who has taken over 
increasing responsibilities over the past few years. 

Weingut Becker is a member of the VDP.

WEInGuT 

BeckeR

WEInGuT 

PfAlZ
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1. 2017 Petit Rosé cuveé dry

 £13.33    £159.96

2. 2017 Village “Schweigen” chardonnay dry

 £34.85   £418.20

3. 2014 “Becker Family” Spätburgunder dry 

 £16.50    £198.00

4. 2014 Spätburgunder B dry

 £23.25    £279.00

5. 2014 Schweigener Spätburgunder dry 

 £25.85    £310.20

6. 2015 St Paul Spätburgunder Grand cru dry 

 £77.00    £924.00

7. 2015 kammerberg Spätburgunder Grand cru dry

 £77.00    £924.00

  cost per bottle and per case of 12 – inc VAT

WineS

Bordercrossing Pinot noir



RHEInGAu
The Rhine interrupts its journey from Switzerland to the North Sea only 

once, when it makes a broad bend at Wiesbaden, flowing from east 

to west for some 30 km before its next bend at Rüdesheim, where it 

resumes its northerly course. Vines have long been cultivated on the 

south-facing slopes of the northern riverbank, nestled between the  

Rhine and the protective forests of the Taunus Hills. With the advent  

of Riesling, the region achieved world fame. Nearly 80% of its 3,100 ha 

are planted with Riesling – a record among wine regions worldwide.  

The region’s easternmost vineyards overlook the Main River; the 

westernmost extend from Rüdesheim to Assmannshausen and Lorch. 

Its geological history is millions of years old, during which its diverse 

soils developed: quartzite and slate; loess; and gravelly, sandy, and clay 

sediments of the Mainz Basin, a prehistoric sea – soils that mark the 

terroirs in which Riesling thrives. The wines: elegant, fragrant Rheingau 

Rieslings of great finesse and longevity, whether dry or lusciously sweet. 

The finest fetch tremendous prices at auctions. 

RHEINGAU

ALLENDORF

REINHARTSHAUSEN
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The Allendorf family has lived and worked in the 
Rheingau for 700 years. Based in Oestrich Winkel 
in the heart of the Rheingau, the estate has grown 
dramatically over the last 60 years from 1.5 ha to 
70 ha, making it one of the biggest family-owned 
wineries in the Rheingau.

The estate owns parcels in many top vineyards in 
the Rheingau including Winkel’s Jesuitengarten 
and Hasensprung, Rüdesheimer Berg Rottland, 
Assmannshäuser Höllenberg, Östricher Höllenberg 
and Geisenheimer Mäuerchen. While the estate is 
focused predominantly on Riesling, approximately 
10% is Spätburgunder (Pinot Noir), creating a  
full-bodied style that requires time to mature.

Most exciting is Allendorf’s revival project of the 
Red Riesling grape, claimed to be the predecessor 
to Riesling. It has a similar flavour profile to Riesling, 
but a little more complex, with rosehip notes.

Allendorf is a member of the VDP. 

WEInGuT 

AllenDORF

WEInGuT 

RHEInGAu

GERMAN
TWOHOUSANDEIGHTEEN

of
GERMANY

WINES

1. 2017/18 Save Water Drink Riesling dry 

 £10.99    £131.88

2. 2016 Allendorf Sekt Brut

 £15.30    £183.60

3. 2017 Winkler Riesling dry

 £14.75   £177.00

4. 2018 Red Riesling dry (from April)

 £19.55    £234.60

5. 2017 charta Riesling dry 

 £17.75    £213.00

6. 2017 Rüdesheimer Berg Roseneck Riesling  

 Grand cru dry

 £33.15    £397.80

7. 2015 Assmanshäuser höllenberg Spätburgunder  

 Grand cru dry

 £33.75    £405.00

8. 2013 Assmanshäuser höllenberg Spätburgunder  

 Grand cru dry  (MAGnUM)

 £78.99       

9. 2018 Winkeler hasensprung Riesling Auslese   

 (0,375l) 

 £14.85   £178.20

  cost per bottle and per case of 12 – inc VAT

WineS

Over 700 years of experience
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Legendary Rieslings since 1337 – at one of the 
world‘s oldest winegrowing estates. Chateau 
Schloss Reinhartshausen has been a pillar of 
Rheingau wine culture for 680 years. Even today, 
the spirit of both past and present courses 
through their walls. Everyone there breathes 
Riesling! The original Chateau bottlings promise 
world-class quality, now and forever, from the 
heart of the Rheingau. The Lergenmüller family, 
honor and cherish their outstanding vineyard 
sites by respecting the flora and fauna that thrive 
there. Following each selective harvest, their task 
is merely to preserve and guide the outstanding 
fruit arriving from the vineyards. Traditionally 
considered among the most cellarable bottles in 
all of the Rheingau, they give their wines the time 
necessary to mature. We hope you enjoy their 
distinctive, harmonious, and terroir driven  
Riesling as much as we do. 

Mariannenaue, an island on the Rhine River, is a 
designated European Nature Reserve and, since 
2015, a protected appellation for quality wine. 
Roughly 10,000 years ago, legend has it that 
Father Rhine shaped Mariannenaue Island with his 
powerful currents, forming a limestone bedrock 
from sand and stones carried down from the Alps. 

Thanks to the island’s striking location directly  
in the middle of the Rhine, an extraordinary  
micro-climate fosters optimal conditions for  
grape growing. 24 ha of Weißburgunder, 
Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc and Roter Riesling 
thrive in their stunning vineyards, leading to 
fantastic and distinctive wines that beautifully 
reflect their unmistakable home.

scHloss

ReinhARTShAUSen

WEInGuT 

RHEInGAu

GERMAN
TWOHOUSANDEIGHTEEN

of
GERMANY
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1. 2016 chateau Riesling dry

 £14.85    £178.20

2. 2017 chateau Riesling dry 

 £14.85    £178.20

3. 2016 chateau Riesling “Old Vines” dry

 £17.75   £213.00

4. 2017 Red Riesling (isle Mariannenaue) -  

 historic varietal - dry

 £22.25   £267.00

5. 2017 hattenheim nussbrunnen Riesling  

 Premier cru dry

 £22.75   £273.00

6. 2016 erbacher Siegelsberg Riesling Grand cru dry

 £32.88   £394.56

7. 2017 hattenheimer Wisselbrunnen Riesling   

 kabinett fruity

 £19.90   £238.80

8. 2015 erbacher hohenrain Riesling Spätlese  

 £29.50    £354.00

9. 2012 Schlossberg Auslese (0,375l)

 £21.45    £257.40

  cost per bottle and per case of 12 – inc VAT

WineS

The wine castle



RHEInHEssEn
Germany’s largest wine region, Rheinhessen, lies in a valley of gentle rolling 

hills. While vines are virtually a monoculture in the Rheingau or along the 

Mosel, they are but one of many crops that share the fertile soils of this 

region’s vast farmlands. Steep vineyard sites are confined to small areas  

near Bingen and south of Mainz along the Rhein Terrasse. Varied soils and 

the favorable climate make it possible to grow many grape varieties,  

old and new. In fact, many of Germany’s aromatic, early-ripening new 

crossings were bred in Rheinhessen by Professor Georg Scheu,  

after whom the Scheurebe grape is named

The Rhine Valley, bordered by the Nahe River on the west and by the Rhine 

on the north and east. The region is surrounded by protective hills and 

forests; in the west: the forested, hilly countryside known as “Rheinhessen’s 

Switzerland”; in the north: the Taunus Hills; in the east: the Oden Forest.

26,617 ha are under vines. Loess, limestone and loam, often mixed with sand 

or gravel, are the main soil types.

RHEINHESSEN

BISCHEL

GRÖBE



Since 2006, Christian and Matthias Runkel -  
or “The Bischel Boys” - have been running the 
23 ha estate. The Appenheim-based estate was 
established in 1968 after the brothers undertook 
vineyard work placements in South Africa and New 
Zealand. The young winemakers follow an extreme 
quality mantra and resolute belief in the ancient 
art of making wine by hand, and a refusal to use 
modern oenological techniques. Their focus on 
the origin of the grapes - and not the work in the 
cellar - results in environmentally-friendly viticulture, 
minimal harvests, and wines that are fun for the 
maker and recipient alike.

With predominantly Riesling vines, as well as Pinot, 
the ripe grapes are carefully selected by hand in 
October. They are then placed in vats, thus ensuring 
they can be processed with the utmost care in the 
winery later on. The wine is fermented and matured 
in French oak barrels or stainless steel tanks to 
be bottled early the following spring. The result is 
characterful wines, with a uniqueness that reflects 
their heritage. 

Despite their youth, The Bischel Boys – with 
their uncompromising awareness for quality and 
unquestionable production techniques – have been 
invited to join the renowned association of top 
producers; The VDP. 

WEInGuT 

BiSchel

WEInGuT 

RHEInHEssEn

GERMAN
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of
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1. 2017 estate Riesling dry 

 £15.25    £183.00

2. 2017 Appenheimer Riesling “Terra Fusca” dry

 £18.90    £226.80

3. 2017 Binger Riesling “Quarzit” dry

 £19.99    £239.88

4. 2017 Appenheimer hundertgulden Riesling dry 

 £33.25    £399.00

5. 2017 Binger Scharlachberg Riesling dry 

 £33.25    £399.00

6. 2016 Appenheimer Frühburgunder dry

 £26.45    £317.40

7. 2016 Appenheimer Spätburgunder dry 

 £26.45    £317.40

8. 2016 Gau-Algesheimer Johannisberg    

 Spätburgunder dry 

 £33.25    £399.00

  cost per bottle and per case of 12 – inc VAT

WineS

newcomer of the year 2016
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Gröbe are steeped in 250 years of winemaking 
heritage near Westhofen, striving to work 
harmoniously with the unique Rhine River terroir to 
produce wines with special character, generation 
after generation.

The 70% Riesling, 18% Pinot, 10% Silvaner  
and 2% various grapes are cultivated in 9 ha 
of century-old vineyards, in soils that have 
been responsibly cared for by the Gröbe family 
for generations. As founding members of the 
“Controlled and Environmentally Safe Viticulture” 
private association, the family strongly believe in 
letting nature play its delicate role: without the  
use of mineral fertilisers, preferring instead to  
allow natural growth and competition between the 
vines - forcing the vines to suffer and to look for 
their nourishment in the deeper layers of the soil  
at each of the individual Westhofen sites.

Nature’s ingredients produce - hand picked only - 
grapes that when at their Öchsle & acidity optimum 
in October, are gently pressed and slowly ferment 
in oak wood vats in deep cool cellars. After months 
of maturing the wine is bottled with care and all of 
the harmony and distinguishing characteristics of 
generations of Gröbe family heritage.

The estate is a member of the Association “Verband 
Deutscher Prädikats- und Qualitätsweingüter”, VDP.

WEInGuT 

k. F. GRÖBe

WEInGuT 

RHEInHEssEn
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of
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1. 2017 estate Riesling dry

 £15.99     £191.88

2. 2017 Riesling *1763*  dry

 £18.25    £219.00

3. 2017 Westhofener Riesling dry 

 £23.65    £283.80

4. 2017 kirchspiel Riesling Grand cru dry

 £42.50    £510.00

5. 2017 Aulerde Riesling Grand cru dry

 £42.50    £510.00

6. 2017 Aulerde Riesling Auslese Goldkapsel (0.375l) 

 £52.50    £630.00

7. 2015 kirchspiel Riesling Beerenauslese (0.375l) 

 £91.40    £1,096.80

  

  cost per bottle and per case of 12 – inc VAT

WineS

environmental knight



WÜRTTEmbERG
The Neckar River runs through the heart of the Württemberg wine-

growing region. From its upper course near Tübingen to its confluence 

with the Rhine near Heidelberg, it shapes a landscape that is both 

charming and inviting. For 250 romantic kilometres it winds its way 

through the Jurassic soils of the Swabian Alb and the keuper near 

Stuttgart, then cuts its way northward through shell-limestone in a series 

of deep bends. In the course of several million years, together with its 

tributaries, the kocher, Jagst, Murr, Enz and Rems rivers, the Neckar has 

created a contemporary, regional viticultural landscape that is at once 

unique and extraordinarily diverse. 

Württemberg’s vines grow primarily on deep, weathered, warm, red 

keuper soils that are the deposits of an ancient sea. Thanks to layers of 

gypsum keuper and coloured marl (which are naturally rich in minerals 

and nutrients) the Rems Valley, the Bottwar Valley, the Stomberg and the 

Zabergäu, as well as the areas near Heilbronn and the Hohenlohe, are 

particularly fertile. 

WÜRttEMBERG

ALDINGER
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Bentz Aldinger arrived in the town of Fellbach in 
1492 and the Aldinger family has been working  
the land here ever since. Currently, three 
generations are working under one roof,  
all sharing a commitment to dry wines, low yields 
and top quality. Today the estate is run by Gert 
Aldinger, and his sons Matthias and Hans-Jörg.

28% of the vineyard is planted with Riesling, 
followed by a diverse range of both German 
and international varieties. The family’s flagship 
vineyard is Untertürkheimer Gips, a former 
gypsum mine reverted to viticulture by the family 
in 1974. Marienglas is a small vineyard-within-a-
vineyard, a tiny parcel in Untertürkheimer Gips 
with an unusually high proportion of a rare form of 
gymsum known as Marienglas. The Riesling and 
Spätburgunder are elegant and juicy.

The Lämmler vineyard at the foot of the 
kappelberg (Chapel Hill) is one of the most famous 
in Fellbach. A particularly warm site with a 
range of micro-climates, it produces both red and 
white wines. The estate’s coolest vineyard is the 
Rotenberger Schlossberg vineyard, producing 
Sauvignon Blanc at an altitude of around 400m.

Gault & Millau’s annual German wine guide rated 
Aldinger as Württemberg’s best wine producer  
in 2015, they received the top score of five grapes 
in 2017 and Newcomer of the Year award in 2017.
Aldinger is a member of the VDP.

WEInGuT 

AlDinGeR

WEInGuT 
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1. 2017 Rebhuhn Riesling QbA dry

 £12.75    £153.00

2. 2018 Rebhuhn Riesling QbA dry (from April)

 £12.75    £153.00

3. 2017 Grüner Veltliner QbA dry (from March)

 £24.99    £299.88

4. 2018 Untertürkheimer Gips Riesling  

 Premier cru dry

 £17.35    £208.20

5. 2014 Sauvignon Blanc Reserve dry

 £24.99    £299.88

6. 2017 estate lemberger QbA dry 

 £14.15    £169.80

7. 2017 hanweiler Berg lemberger Premier cru dry 

 £21.45    £257.40

8. 2015 Fellbacher lämmler lemberger Grand cru dry

 £41.10    £493.20

9. 2017 estate Spätburgunder QbA dry

 £14.15    £169.80

10. 2017 Untertürkheimer Gips Spätburgunder  

 Premier cru dry 

 £21.55     £258.60

11. 2018 Untertürkheimer Gips Spätburgunder  

 Premier cru dry (from April)

12. 2016 Marienglas Spätburgunder Grand cru dry 

 £41.10    £493.20

  cost per bottle and per case of 12 – inc VAT

WineS

Family values



RARE WInEs

The sourcing of rare wines is now an established 

service from The WineBarn. We travel to Germany on 

a regular basis or on special individual wine finding 

missions, visiting winemakers, checking out private 

cellars and generally keeping an ear to the ground on 

where to find these rarest of wines. In addition to this, 

we have been attending annual fine wine auctions in 

Germany, in the Mosel and the Rheingau. Whatever 

our clients seek, we will endeavour to find and ensure 

they are in pristine condition.

Most of these wines have been kept for decades and 

some of them even date back as far as 1811. Some of the 

classics have been tasted, loved and written about by 

poets such as Johann Wolfgang von Goethe and the like. 

With our growing reputation in this specialised field, the 

WineBarn is now also regularly approached by private 

wine collectors from around the world who are looking to 

sell some of their gems into the trustworthy hands of like-

minded collectors.

Naturally, some wines are highly prestigious items for 

the serious collector, but there are also more affordable 

options to be enjoyed, and these will give any wine list an 

added dimension. In any case, all the wines are sourced on 

an individual basis and are transferred to their destination 

with the utmost care and attention.

Some of our most recent finds include:

scHLOss Reinhartshausen - RHEiNgAU

1949 Marcobrunn Riesling tBA (0.7l)

1937 Erbacher Marcobrunn Riesling

trockenbeerenauslese (Auction wine)

HEssiscHE stAAtsWEiNgÜtER/KLOstER EBERBAcH

1953 steinberger Riesling

trockenbeerenauslese (Auction wine)

1976 Rüdesheimer Berg schlossberg Riesling

trockenbeerenauslese

(Auction wine)

KARtAEUsERHOF - MOsEL, sAAR, RUWER

1959 Eitelsbacher Kartaeuserhof Riesling tBA (No 3)

J.J.PRÜM - MOsEL

1959 Wehlener sonnenuhr Riesling tBA

DR VON BAssERMANN-JORDAN - PFALZ

1921 Deidesheimer Kieselberg

Riesling tBA

WittMANN - RHEiNHEssEN

2016 La Borne Riesling dry (Auction wine)

EgON MÜLLER - MOsEL

1996 scharzhofberger Riesling Eiswein
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All case prices duty paid and inclusive of VAT and are for cases/cartons or 12 x 75cl bottles of wine - unless specified otherwise.  
All orders received by the Company are subject to these Terms and Conditions. No Terms and conditions put forward by the client 
shall be binding on the Company. 

Orders

An order received by the Company or it’s representative, is deemed to be an “offer of purchase” by the Customer which shall be 
deemed to be accepted by the Company upon delivery of the goods. Accordingly, whilst the Company will endeavour to deliver the 
goods without delay, any delay in delivery or failure to deliver shall not be a breach of any contract. The WineBarn carries a minimum 
order of 12 bottles.

Prices

All prices quoted are subject to stock availability and whilst every endeavour will be made to supply at quoted prices, the Company 
reserves the right to revise prices without notice.

terms

Payment on receipt of invoice and before despatch of goods.

Retention of title

Legal and equitable title to and property in the goods supplied to the Customer under this contract shall not pass to the Customer 
but shall remain with the Company until the Company has received full payment for the goods supplied under this contract and 
for all other goods supplied by the Company to the Customer under this or any other contract. Until such time as property in the 
goods passes to you such goods shall be held by the customer as our bailee and the customer will store them so that they can 
be clearly identified as our property. In the event that the Customer does not make payment to the Company in full of any monies 
owing under this or any other contract by the due date or if the Customer becomes insolvent or commits an act of bankruptcy or 
makes any arrangement or composition with his or its creditors or an order is made or a resolution is passed for the winding up of 
the Customer or an encumbrancer takes possession or a receiver or administrator is appointed of a whole or any part of the assets 
of the Customer or the Customer makes default in Payment of any negotiable instrument or the Customer ceases or threatens to 
cease carrying on its business, the Company shall be entitled to resume immediate possession of the goods without notice for which 
purpose the Customer grants to the Company an unrestricted right of access to and entry upon any premises in which the goods 
may be or are likely to be situated from time to time. The Customer shall be entitled to re-sell the goods in its ordinary course of 
business only notwithstanding that legal and equitable title in those goods may not have passed to the Customer but in such event 
the proceeds of sale arising from the resale of the goods shall be held in trust by the Customer for and on behalf of the Company.

Delivery

Delivery shall be deemed to be effected when the goods have been delivered to the address agreed between the Customer and the 
Company or collected by or on behalf of the Customer. Delivery cost will apply for non mainland deliveries. The company shall not be 
liable in any way whatsoever for any delay, breakage or damage to or loss or shortage of the goods after the company has made or 
deemed to have made delivery.

Samples

These may be charged. Any charge may be refunded upon receipt of an order for the wines supplied.

Law and jurisdiction

The Contract shall be subject to the laws of England and the parties submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts.

Rare Wines

Terms: Subject to change. Availability tbc. Shipping of £100.00 per case of 6 to Uk. Prices are ex duty, ex cellar. Fit for Purpose 
Parcels sold are enormously varied in terms of age, category and condition, and may be purchased for a variety of purposes.  
Unless otherwise specifically agreed, no promise is made that a lot is fit for any particular purpose. All bottles are in original 
producers’ wine cellar. In the event that wines are out of condition for consumption, The WineBarn holds no obligation for 
replacements. Price The purchase price is exclusive of duty & VAT, and the buyer shall be responsible for; (i) any charge for storage 
from the date of the sale; and (ii) any charge for subsequent packing or carriage (iii) pre-payment only (iv) full terms and conditions on 
request. Prices my vary due to currency fluctuation (v) all prices are per bottle ex VAT, ex cellar. Payment and ownership The buyer 
must pay the full amount due immediately after the sale. This applies even if the buyer wishes to export the lot and an export licence 
is, or may be, required. The buyer will not acquire title to the lot until all amounts due to us from the buyer have been received by us 
in good cleared funds even in circumstances where we have released the lot to the buyer. Packing, handling and shipping Although 
we shall use reasonable efforts to take care when handling, packing and shipping a purchased lot and in selecting third parties for 
these purposes, we are not responsible for the acts or omissions of any such third parties. Availability changes daily.

The terms set out above shall supersede all published terms which are inconsistent with them, and all previously published price  
lists are herewith cancelled. 

Brexit

The WineBarn reserves the right to adjust all prices due to Brexit.

T&cs 

PRiVATe

WEInGuT 
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Enjoy



the WineBarn

16 Taylors Yard, Sutton Scotney

Winchester, Hampshire

SO21 3XX, England

Tel: 00 44 (0)1962 761215

the WineBarn 

Aachener Str 647-651 

50226 Frechen (köln)

Germany 

Tel: 00 44 (0)7818 033309

wine@thewinebarn.co.uk

www.thewinebarn.co.uk
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